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 Rp6,900. It's not a pro device but it's a handy little USB tuner for your PC at a great price. USB flash drive digital TV tuner.
Dual tuner, stereo. And it also shows programs, such as TV, movies, news, etc. This is the best gadget ever since it has all the
features I needed (heh heh) and it was cheap enough to justify buying one. USB TV tuner mpeg-2 is simple and easy to use.
This universal USB tuner with mpeg-2 support can connect your computer and the USB 2. 02" TFT LCD TV. It is the best

digital TV usb stick that will let you watch TV, movies and all kinds of video on your computer. USB Flash drive digital TV
tuner. Dual tuner, stereo. And it also shows programs, such as TV, movies, news, etc. This is the best gadget ever since it has all
the features I needed (heh heh) and it was cheap enough to justify buying one. USB TV tuner mpeg-2 is simple and easy to use.

The solution to watch TV at home on any computer is this tiny USB tuner! The best part about it is that it has a built-in
microphone so you can listen to your favorite shows and save the sound to your computer and you don't need to buy a sound
card. All other USB TV tuners requires a sound card. Perfect for a digital TV Stick. Don't forget to add a microphone. Also
great for any USB Audio Headset. It's the best gadget ever since it has all the features I needed (heh heh) and it was cheap

enough to justify buying one. USB Tuner for your computer. It is the best gadget ever since it has all the features I needed (heh
heh) and it was cheap enough to justify buying one. It also has a built-in microphone so you can listen to your favorite shows

and save the sound to your computer and you don't need to buy a sound card. Perfect for a digital TV Stick. Don't forget to add
a microphone. Also great for any USB 82157476af
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